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Never Say Goodbye;  

Savvy Airlines Use Email to Sell After Booking 
 

Every airline delivers a confirmation email,  

but this report describes how top performers deliver so much more. 
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About Jay Sorensen, Writer of the Report 

 

Jay Sorensen‘s research and reports have made him a 

leading authority on frequent flier programs and the 

ancillary revenue movement.  He is a regular keynote 

speaker at the annual MEGA Event, spoke at IATA 

Passenger Services Symposiums in Abu Dhabi and 

Singapore, and has testified to the US Congress on 

ancillary revenue issues.  His published works are relied 

upon by airline executives throughout the world and 

include first-ever guides on the topics of ancillary 

revenue and loyalty marketing.  He was acknowledged 

by his peers when he received the Airline Industry 

Achievement Award at the MEGA Event in 2011. 

 

Mr. Sorensen is a veteran management professional 
with 30 years experience in product, partnership, and 

marketing development.  As president of the 

IdeaWorksCompany consulting firm, he has enhanced 

the generation of airline revenue, started loyalty 

programs and co-branded credit cards, developed products in the service sector, and helped 

start airlines and other travel companies.  His career includes 13 years at Midwest Airlines 

where he was responsible for marketing, sales, customer service, product development, 

operations, planning, financial analysis and budgeting. His favorite activities are hiking, 

exploring and camping in US national parks with his family.     

 

About Eric Lucas, Editor of the Report 

 

Eric Lucas is an international travel, natural history and business 

writer and editor whose work appears in Michelin travel guides, 

Alaska Airlines Magazine, Westways Magazine and numerous other 

publications.  Founding editor of Midwest Airlines Magazine, he is 

the author of eight books, including the 2013 Michelin Alaska 

guide.  Eric has followed and written about the travel industry for 

more than 25 years.  He lives in Seattle, Washington, where he 

grows organic garlic and heirloom corn; visit him online at 

TrailNot4Sissies.com.  

 

 

 

 

Disclosure to Readers of this Report 

 

IdeaWorksCompany makes every effort to ensure the quality of the information in this 

report.  Before relying on the information, you should obtain any appropriate professional 

advice relevant to your particular circumstances.  IdeaWorksCompany cannot guarantee, 
and assumes no legal liability or responsibility for, the accuracy, currency or completeness of 

the information.  The views expressed in the report are the views of the author, and do not 

represent the official view of CarTrawler. 

 

Eric, at his favorite summer retreat, Steens Mountain, Oregon. 

Jay, with sons Anton and Aleksei, on 

the North Fork Trail in North Cascades 

National Park in Washington. 
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Never Say Goodbye;  

Savvy Airlines Use Email to Sell After Booking 
 

Promotion doesn’t end after check-out 

 

The need for ancillary revenue requires airlines to venture beyond the booking confirmation 

email.  This report follows that path to learn how airlines gain more sales after a booking is 

made.  IdeaWorksCompany assessed the full set of emails sent by six top ancillary revenue 

airlines to learn how they encourage customers to buy more.  Examples from Aer Lingus, 

AirAsia, easyJet, Ryanair, Spirit, and Vueling provide a global display of these retail skills. 

 

The novelty of the travel booking process does require some caution.  Wisdom from the 

brick and mortar world of retail doesn’t really apply to activities that occur after the sale.  

Shoppers are not followed into the parking lot by store employees wanting to you sell more 

goods.  The purchase of physical goods brings the sale to a close.  Oh, sure, the store might 

send messages to encourage a return visit, but for all practical purposes, the sale is 

completed when you hand cash to the store clerk or swipe your card.   

 
But the books don’t close so quickly when travel is sold.  Ancillary revenue represents the 

opportunity to encourage consumers to keep their wallets open until they reach their 

destination.  It’s true, the largest opportunity exists while a consumer is navigating the 

booking path.  But there are a variety of reasons why consumers might not prepay their 

bags, buy a seat assignment, or reserve a hotel and car.  It could be the obstacle of a credit 

charge limit, an uncommitted boyfriend, or end-of-booking decision fatigue.      

 

Good airline and travel industry marketers should follow 

shoppers into the parking lot.  And follow them home . . . and 

even reengage when they are lying in bed at night and scrolling 

through emails on their mobile phone.  But make no mistake ─ 

this continued flow of marketing messages can easily tilt from 

acceptance to annoyance.   

 

Consumers today are overwhelmed.  According to a 15 January 

2007 article in the New York Times, “Yankelovich, a market 

research firm, estimates that a person living in a city 30 years ago 

saw up to 2,000 ad messages a day, compared with up to 5,000 

today.”  Since 2007 we have added even more clutter courtesy 

of emails, social media, and mobile messages.   

  

In the travel business this 

represents the beginning of more 

ancillary revenue opportunity. 
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Into this frothy mixture your airline undoubtedly inserts its confirmations, solicitations, and 

check-in reminders.  When the consumer deems your relationship to be intrusive, they can 

easily shut you out.  Under this scenario a consumer only reads messages they deem to be 

flight critical, such as those for check-in and delay notification.  But more dangerously, email 

abuses prompt the consumer to move from your brand into the arms of someone who 

treats them (and their time) with more respect. 

 

38 emails and 16,580 words says a lot . . . perhaps too much   

 

That’s the email and word count associated with the six bookings made in preparation for 

this report.  During December 2015, IdeaWorksCompany made flight bookings on the 

following airlines:  Aer Lingus, AirAsia, easyJet, Ryanair, Spirit, and Vueling.  This list of 

airlines might look familiar to those acquainted with the annual CarTrawler Yearbook of 

Ancillary Revenue by IdeaWorksCompany.  These airlines are top ancillary revenue producers 

and a review of their methods should provide lessons for how to boost a la carte sales.  
 

Single one way flights were booked on each airline with a window that ranged 31 to 43 days 

between booking and departure.  The option to receive promotional emails was selected.  

For most airlines this choice was already included by accepting the general terms and 

conditions.  The emails were analyzed to determine 

how individual ancillary revenue items were promoted 

and to capture statistics regarding message content.   

 

Some airlines were very brief in their communications.  

AirAsia sent just three emails and limited the entire 

content to just over 800 words.  Others were far more 

verbose and very eager to promote a multitude of a la 

carte items.  EasyJet sent 12 emails during the post-

booking period and used nearly 5,500 words to 

promote 11 a la carte products.  It’s not nearly the 

587,000 plus words you will find in War and Peace, but 

it’s a heavy meal that might discourage most from 

savoring the individual promotional messages about trip 

insurance and assigned seating. 

 

As indicated earlier, simplicity can be a virtue in a 

world filled with consumer advertising.  But simplicity 

becomes necessity when the viewing device fits within 

the palm of a hand.  Lots of text and high resolution 

images may render nicely on the screen of a laptop.  

But they can absolutely destroy how a message is 

displayed on a mobile phone.  In this regard, Ryanair 

delivers a message that reads well in the office and 

while on the road.   

 
  

Good to go.  Ryanair’s emails were concise 

and easy to read on this Android mobile 

phone. 
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Applicability of content to a consumer’s needs or upcoming trip is another important factor 

to increase email productivity.  People become engaged when they are entertained or learn 

something that’s useful.  Media executives know this and sprinkle advertising throughout a 

newspaper, magazine, blog, or video program.  Advertising never represents primary 

content; this is a concept that’s often lost on those creating email campaigns. 

 

Many of the emails observed did nothing but sell, sell, and sell.  Believe it or not, your 

customers don’t find your airline and its products so exciting as to read your emails with 

the same rapt attention given to a romantic novel.  Wise marketers keep the message short 

and concise and dedicate the majority of content to information that helps the consumer.  

The following table lists some of the features found in the emails received: 

 

Features that Engage Consumers 

 Weather customized to the destination delivered a week or less before departure. 

 Ability to print a purchase receipt for accounting or tax purposes. 

 Description of carry-on baggage limits for the specific flights and aircraft booked. 

 Request to include passport information into the booking record. 

 Frequent flier program information such as member’s current balance or how many 

miles or points accrue for the trip. 

 Availability of online flight tracking tool. 

 Travel editorial such as packing and travel tips.   

 Top sightseeing opportunities associated with the destination. 

 Offer to download a mobile application which includes boarding pass capability. 

 

Personalization can be very powerful but can easily miss the mark.  Among the emails there 

were a fair number of misfires.  One email began with the solicitation of “Hey” which is odd 

when the airline knows the name of its passengers, or rather “its dudes.”  In a few, the links 

presented didn’t 

work.  Parking in 

Rome was oddly 

promoted for an 

itinerary which 
didn’t include Italy.  

The check-in 

reminder for one 

airline promoted 

the mobile 

application but 

another click was required to determine its availability at the airport of departure.  That’s a 

wasted opportunity because that email should begin by announcing mobile check-in is 

available at the primary hub airport.  The offer which produced the most head-scratching 

was a trip to Hamburg, Germany which produced an email offering the Hampton Inn & 

Suites in Buffalo, New York as a suggested option.  The price of €124.68 suggests 

transatlantic air fare to Buffalo is not included.   
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The most frequent email crime perpetrated by airlines involves not knowing what the 

consumer has already purchased or where they live.  Scrubbing email solicitations against 

items already purchased can prevent promoting checked baggage when it was already 

purchased in the booking path.  One resident of Glasgow routinely is offered hotel deals for 

stays in his hometown.  A simple check against the passenger’s profile could prevent that 

error.  Consumers merely sigh when they encounter this and grumble, “They really don’t 

seem to know me very well.” 

 

Hotel and car hire get the most email attention 

 

The airline bookings made in preparation for this report were seat only.  A la carte extras 

such as checked bags, assigned seats, and hotel rooms were not selected.  This created a full 

opportunity for each airline to promote an array of ancillary revenue generating 

merchandise.  Every a la carte item offered in an email was tallied to determine an overall 

ranking for the 38 emails sent by airlines after booking was completed.   

 
Offers and links related to hotel accommodations and car hire were by far the most popular 

ancillary revenue item promoted.  This emphasizes the desire by airlines to become one-

stop travel shops for more consumers.  Clearly, airlines are attempting to capture business 

from online travel agents, such as Expedia and Priceline.  Checked bags and assigned seating 

were tied for third place and represent top-selling optional extras provided directly by the 

airline.  It’s known that baggage offers the highest revenue potential among all a la carte 

products, so it’s not surprising to see big exposure.  Assigned seating has become another 

“must have” sales opportunity among top low cost carriers.    

 

 

  

Airport Transfers

5%

Airport Lounge

7%

Car Parking

8%

Travel Insurance

9%
Assigned Seating

13%

Checked Bags

13%

Car Hire Booking

22%

Hotel Booking

23%

Frequency of Ancillary Revenue Items in Post Booking Emails

December 2015 - January 2016 tabulation of 38 post-booking emails sent by 6 airlines for 6 bookings. 
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General solicitation emails added to frequency 

 

Booking travel with an airline opens consumers to a variety of communications from the 

airline.  As described in the table below, some of the emails are linked to the actual booking, 

while others are generated through the establishment of a general commercial relationship.  

Anti-spam legislation attempts to limit the exposure, but the opt-in process is often defined 

by clicking “yes” to accept the terms and conditions of a travel purchase. 

 

Emails Were Classified by Four Categories 

 Confirmation emails were received immediately after booking and always contained 

the flight itinerary.   

 Check-in emails alerted consumers to print their boarding pass at home or to 
check-in through a mobile application.   

 Post-booking emails delivered news and offers related to the upcoming departure 

and provided the most exposure for a la carte and third party offers. 

 General solicitations were promoted fare sales and destinations and were not 
linked to any specific booking. 

 

Email frequency for the booking through departure period observed for this report 

provided a meaningful distinction between airlines.  Not only did Aer Lingus and easyJet 

send more post-booking reminders to promote products, the two airlines also added 

general solicitations to the mix.  This “doubling” of email types increased their average 

frequency to 3 days between emails.  For travelers that take 12 trips a year, this could yield 

a bedtime reading bonanza of 120+ messages annually.  While the readers of this report may 

find the airline business to be exciting and newsworthy, the reading assignment Aer Lingus 

and easyJet gives to its consumers seems overwhelming.  However, a final verdict can’t be 

given because actual open rates and take rates were not available for this analysis.   

 

 

 

14

13

8.6

8.3

3.3

2.8

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

Spirit

AirAsia

Vueling

Ryanair

easyJet

Aer Lingus

Average Frequency of Emails in Days
Number of days that passed between email communications.

December 2015 - January 2016 tabulation of 38 post-booking emails sent by 6 airlines for 6 bookings. 
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Aer Lingus is among the more aggressive marketers 

 

Aer Lingus emails usually began by using the passenger name and often included the trip 

itinerary.  The latter is always a helpful feature because consumers can have multiple trips 

booked with one airline.  The airline usually placed offers for checked bags and seat 

assignments as top items in the email.  Visually, the emails had a consistent appearance with 

a menu bar appearing at the beginning and a la carte icons at the end.  This provided links 

for flights, car hire, holidays, groups, bags, and lounges. 

 

The booking confirmation is an overwhelming document with nearly 800 words.  It 

promotes everything the airline can possibly sell.  The itinerary booked did not include 

travel to the US and yet the confirmation email provided pre-clearance and visa waiver 

information.  The information was unnecessary and needlessly contributed more words. 

 

Aer Lingus – Email Dashboard 

Origin - Destination: Dublin – Glasgow 

Travel Date: 26  December 2015 

Booking to Departure Window: 31 days 

Average Word Count for Emails: 385 words 

Average Frequency of Emails during Window: 1 every 2.8 days 

Analysis of Messages and A la Carte Items Promoted 

# 
Days 

Before 
Depart 

Message Type 
Flight 

Itinerary 
Included? 

Hotels Car Hire 
Travel 

Ins. 

 
Car 

Park 
 

Seat 

Assign. 

Airport 

Lounge 
Bags 

Airport 

Transfer 

% of Total Mentions in all emails: 26% 24% 0% 6% 15% 17% 12% 0% 

1 31  Confirmation Yes ■ ■  ■ ■ ■ ■  

2 30  
Confirmation 

#2 
Yes ■ ■  ■ ■ ■ ■  

3 29  Post Booking No ■ ■   ■    

4 25  
General 

Solicitation 
No ■ ■    ■   

5 17  
General 

Solicitation 
No ■ ■    ■   

6 14  Check-in Yes ■ ■   ■  ■  

7 11  
General 

Solicitation 
No ■ ■    ■   

8 4  
General 

Solicitation 
No ■ ■    ■   

9 2  Post Booking Yes ■    ■  ■  

10 1  Check-in Yes         

11 (2) Post Travel No Post trip survey solicitation – no a la carte sales promoted. 

Other Items Promoted in Emails: Skyshop, packaged holidays, pre-book meals, and Wifi. 

Source:  December 2015 - January 2016 tabulation ancillary revenue items promoted in post-booking emails. 
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Two days before 

departure, the airline 

helpfully provided a 

weather report tailored 

for the traveler’s 

destination.  This is a great 

feature but sadly lacked a 

link to allow the traveler 

to learn more. 

 

 

AirAsia promotes its frequent flier program 

 

AirAsia had one of the smallest email footprints of the six airlines with three emails and the 

lowest average word count.  The confirmation email may represent a lost opportunity due 

to the lack of a la carte promotion.  
However, it did offer a very concise 

review of travel policies regarding travel 

documentation, baggage, and check-in 

times.   

 

Very wisely, the email also indicated how 

many “BIG points” would accrue for the 

trip in the carrier’s frequent flier program.  

AirAsia only sent one post-booking email, and it continued the frequent flier theme by 

promoting hotel and car rental partners associated with the BIG Loyalty Programme.   

 

AirAsia – Email Dashboard 

Origin - Destination: Kuala Lumpur - Singapore 

Travel Date: 06 January 2016 

Booking to Departure Window: 39 days 

Average Word Count for Emails: 273 words 

Average Frequency of Emails during Window: 1 every 13 days 

Analysis of Messages and A la Carte Items Promoted 

# 

Days 

Before 
Depart* 

Message Type 

Flight 

Itinerary 
Included? 

Hotels Car Hire 
Travel 

Ins. 

 
Car 
Park 

 

Seat 
Assign. 

Airport 
Lounge 

Bags 
Airport 
Transfer 

% of Total Mentions in all emails: 29% 29% 14% 0% 14% 0% 14% 0% 

1 39 Confirmation Yes         

2 26 Post Booking No ■ ■       

3 0 Check-in Yes ■ ■ ■  ■  ■  

Other Items Promoted in Emails: Mobile app download and pre-book meals. 

Source:  December 2015 - January 2016 tabulation ancillary revenue items promoted in post-booking emails. 

*Days before departure calculated using Kuala Lumpur time and date. 
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EasyJet pushes hard on frequency, hotels, and car hire 

 

EasyJet has an aggressive email strategy with high 

frequency and as the table below demonstrates a focus on 

hotel accommodations and car hire.  However, the email 

sent as a check-in reminder detours from this practice by 

delivering a well-timed invitation for pre-assigned seating.  

Consumers are encouraged to download the mobile 

application.  An email delivered two days before 

departure provides a link to a flight tracker.  Surprisingly, 

easyJet was the only airline observed to offer that feature.  

 

easyJet – Email Dashboard 

Origin - Destination: Berlin (Schonefeld) - Brussels 

Travel Date: 05 January 2016 

Booking to Departure Window: 40 days 

Average Word Count for Emails: 456 words 

Average Frequency of Emails during Window: 1 every 3.3 days 

Analysis of Messages and A la Carte Items Promoted 

# 
Days 

Before 

Depart 

Message Type 
Flight 

Itinerary 

Included? 

Hotels Car Hire 
Travel 

Ins. 

 

Car 
Park 

 

Seat 
Assign. 

Airport 
Lounge 

Bags 
Airport 
Transfer 

% of Total Mentions in all emails: 32% 32% 10% 8% 5% 3% 5% 5% 

1 40  Confirmation Yes ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 

2 37  Post Booking No ■ ■       

3 36  Post-Booking No ■ ■       

4 26  
General 

Solicitation 
No ■ ■ ■ ■     

5 21  Post-Booking No ■ ■      ■ 

6 14  Check-in No ■ ■   ■    

7 13  
General 

Solicitation 
No ■ ■ ■      

8 8  Post Booking No ■ ■       

9 2  Post Booking Yes ■ ■     ■  

10 2  Post Booking No ■ ■       

11 1  
General 

Solicitation 
No ■ ■ ■ ■     

12 (1) Post Travel No Post trip survey solicitation – hotel and car rental promoted in top menu of email. 

Other Items Promoted in Emails: 
EasyJet Plus subscription, Mobile app download, and package 

holidays. 

Source:  December 2015 - January 2016 tabulation ancillary revenue items promoted in post-booking emails. 
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Ryanair’s email strategy may offer the perfect balance 

 

Ryanair’s “Always getting better” plan to become a more humane and service-oriented 

airline is probably revealed in its modest approach to email communication.  Its email 

frequency was average among the six airlines and it had the lowest average word count.  

The airline makes good 

use of small images and 

bullet points to promote 

optional extras.  However, 

these messages did carry a 

heavy burden in terms of a 

la carte promotion.   

Ryanair might benefit from 

more focus on individual 

items rather than using 

every communication to promote a dizzying array of optional extras.   
 

The airline makes an effort to encourage consumers to read its emails through travel-

oriented content.  Ryanair was the only carrier to promote a travel blog, which it calls “Into 

the Blue.”  Clicking the link reveals an online magazine featuring stories and images about 

Ryanair destinations.  Weather reports were also featured in two emails.  Hotel and car hire 

were given top exposure and were customized with the name of the destination city.     

 

Ryanair – Email Dashboard 

Origin - Destination: Dublin - Brussels 

Travel Date: 05 January 2016 

Booking to Departure Window: 33 days 

Average Word Count for Emails: 222 words 

Average Frequency of Emails during Window: 1 every 8.3 days 

Analysis of Messages and A la Carte Items Promoted 

# 

Days 

Before 
Depart 

Message Type 

Flight 

Itinerary 
Included? 

Hotels Car Hire 
Travel 

Ins. 

 
Car 

Park 

 

Seat 

Assign. 

Airport 

Lounge 
Bags 

Airport 

Transfer 

% of Total Mentions in all emails: 15% 15% 10% 15% 15% 0% 15% 15% 

1 33 Confirmation Yes ■ ■ ■ ■ ■  ■ ■ 

2 21 Post Booking No ■ ■ ■ ■ ■  ■ ■ 

3 14 Post Booking No ■ ■ ■ ■ ■  ■ ■ 

4 2 Check-in Yes ■ ■  ■ ■  ■ ■ 

Other Items Promoted in Emails: None 

Source:  December 2015 - January 2016 tabulation ancillary revenue items promoted in post-booking emails. 
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Spirit focuses on the big revenue generator – bags 

 

Bags are big business for Spirit and its email strategy reflects this economic reality.  With 

baggage revenue of $22.25 per passenger for 2014 it’s easy to understand why every email 

focused on this item.  Spirit is one of a few airlines to charge for large carry-on bags.  This 

makes advance communication a crucial component to prepare passengers for the airport 

experience.  Spirit must also earn a big commission from the sales of “Great Fun” which is a 

club offering savings on restaurants, shopping, and travel.  The offer receives prominent 

placement in the confirmation email which is eagerly opened and carefully read.  

 

Spirit – Email Dashboard 

Origin - Destination: Oakland – Las Vegas 

Travel Date: 07 January 2016 

Booking to Departure Window: 42 

Average Word Count for Emails: 596 words 

Average Frequency of Emails during Window: 1 every 14.0 days 

Analysis of Messages and A la Carte Items Promoted 

# 
Days 

Before 
Depart 

Message Type 
Flight 

Itinerary 
Included? 

Hotels Car Hire 
Travel 

Ins. 

 

Car 
Park 

 

Seat 
Assign. 

Airport 
Lounge 

Bags 
Airport 
Transfer 

% of Total Mentions in all emails: 0% 0% 0% 17% 33% 0 50% 0 

1 42  Confirmation Yes       ■  

2 4  Post Booking No     ■  ■  

3 2  Check-in Yes    ■ ■  ■  

Other Items Promoted in Emails: 3rd party savings club subscription. 

Source:  December 2015 - January 2016 tabulation ancillary revenue items promoted in post-booking emails. 

 

Vueling’s text-heavy emails promote many products 

 

Vueling had the highest average word count among the six airlines.  As displayed in the table 

below, the carrier also promotes many services.  Emails did not routinely focus on a single 

item, such as hotel accommodations.  But rather, the display ranking from email to email 

showed diversity.   

 

Three of the emails included a very 

dense end section using 400 words 

to describe travel policies.  It’s 

helpful information, but repeating it 

three times leads to reader fatigue.  

The email sent one day before departure makes a very compelling appeal to join the Punto 

frequent flier program by advising 12 points could be accrued from the booking.  Another 

offer encourages consumers to register at the website and receive an additional 20-point 

bonus.     
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The post-booking email sent 21 

days before departure provided 

an exceptional example of a car 

hire solicitation.  The offer is 

customized for the travel 

destination with attractive 

pricing and displays a variety of 

rental brand logos.  This 

instantly conveys good value 

and wide selection to the 

reader. 

 

Vueling – Email Dashboard 

Origin - Destination: Barcelona – Hamburg 

Travel Date: 08 January 2016 

Booking to Departure Window: 43 days 

Average Word Count for Emails: 677 words 

Average Frequency of Emails during Window: 1 every 8.6 days 

Analysis of Messages and A la Carte Items Promoted 

# 

Days 

Before 
Depart 

Message Type 

Flight 

Itinerary 
Included? 

Hotels Car Hire 
Travel 

Ins. 

 
Car 

Park 
 

Seat 

Assign. 

Airport 

Lounge 
Bags 

Airport 

Transfer 

% of Total Mentions in all emails: 18% 18% 18% 5% 14% 9% 18% 0% 

1 43 Confirmation Yes ■ ■ ■  ■ ■ ■  

2 21 Post Booking No ■ ■ ■ ■ ■    

3 6 Check-in No       ■  

4 3 Post Booking Yes ■ ■ ■  ■  ■  

5 1 Post Booking Yes ■ ■ ■   ■ ■  

Other Items Promoted in Emails: 
Amazon – Vueling retail page, FFP enrollment, special baggage, and 

Vueling pass subscription. 

Source:  December 2015 - January 2016 tabulation ancillary revenue items promoted in post-booking emails. 

 

Maximize consumer attention through respect 

 

There is a tremendous amount of art and technology in the design and delivery of emails to 
consumers.  It’s very tempting to fill the pipeline with lots of emails, packed with a la carte 

offers, and an overwhelming quantity of words.  As marketing and product professionals we 

are often measured on “doing more.”  Perhaps if we paid mailing costs, we would be more 

careful about adding words and pages of content.  But alas, the internet delivers 200 words 

at the same cost as 2,000 . . . virtually free of charge.  That’s the danger and the allure of 

online marketing.   
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Adding the element of respect requires us to switch from an endless sales pitch to offering 

material that is readable, compelling, and concise.  This moves our approach from selling to 

consumers to creating content for readers.  It’s oh-so-very-easy for your customer to click 

“delete” or “unsubscribe” when they feel overwhelmed.  Instead, encourage them to feel 

they are on a journey to add comfort, convenience, and value.  Your desire to be a trusted 

source to fill these needs is greatly enhanced when consumers respect your brand and 

methods.            

 

6 Final Tips on Post-Booking Email Strategy 

 Be brief and concise in your communications. 

 Consider how emails will display on mobile devices. 

 Place engaging editorial elements, such as weather and travel tips, to encourage 

readership. 

 Consider how general solicitation messages can add unintended email volume. 

 Customize messages and links to feature the traveler’s destination. 

 Don’t fatigue readers by promoting every optional extra; be selective. 
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